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Introduction
Taxis are one of the most immediately recognisable forms of transport
worldwide; operating a service broadly consistent, widely understood and
implicitly trusted the world over. Given the ubiquitous nature of the mode, it is
something of a surprise that it receives limited attention in research terms, in
political debate, or that the potential of the mode is underplayed, innovation
ignored, and holistic planning largely non-existent.
From the wealth of documented practice, detailed discussion and research,
the role and significance of (other modes of) transport in our everyday lives is
apparent. Research and practice act to define the role, develop or create new
roles, accommodate changes in communities, even act in mitigating economic
decline and environmental impact. Among the contribution of transport, public
mass transit split by mode adds to personal mobility, while individual private
vehicles collectively define highway needs and design.
Sitting somewhere between the traditional domains of public and private
transport, the taxi, taxicab, hackney and/or jitney appear to sit outwith
traditional domains of transport analysis. How, indeed why, taxis operate in
the ways apparent in our cities challenges the same concepts as in other
modes, while intriguing novel applications which include taxi transport may in
fact contribute to solutions to individual transport ‘problems’.
This paper considers the roles, perceptual, actual and potential, played by the
taxi, exploring some of the key issues confronting taxi transport in Scotland
today. The paper concludes that a more significant role exists than apparent
given the confines of a discussion limited to the question whether to regulate
or deregulate. The paper concludes with a plea for a holistic policy that
includes taxis, and proposes a multi-variate testing model for taxi transport
that considers impacts on all actors involved.
Defining the interaction(s) of Transport
Despite an apparent scarcity of references to taxis in the wide transport
literature, and notwithstanding the limited attention given to the mode in much
public transport literature, the taxi plays a significant role in the movement of
people in UK communities. In the most recent review of regulation completed
for the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, taxis ranked third
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(at 4%) in all individual transport movements, only just behind bus services
(5%) and significantly ahead of rail (1%) of journey numbers.
The mode, as with other forms of transport serves a role in providing access,
itself enhancing the actual and perceived quality of life in the urban
environment, including social inclusion (Bonaiuto 2003), economic well being
of a society (Camagni et al. 2001) and the ability to promote urban society.
Moreover the taxi serves a full cross section of journey types, premium,
leisure and low income. Taxis contribute positively to community cohesion,
and as with other forms of transport impact negatively on the environment.
These are not new concepts for transport, Colin Buchanan’s seminal work
(Buchanan 1963) identified many of the issues of traffic and its impact on the
urban form, but rarely discussed specific to taxis. Moreover, the relationship
between taxis and other modes of transport, including the positive contribution
possible with wider consideration of the role of the taxi have been largely
ignored.
While not specific to the taxi, responses to negative interaction of transport
and its environment(s) have tended to be rapid and reactionary particularly in
instances that are seen as urgent, in the public eye, or politically expedient.
Analysis of the role of the taxi is far smaller than its mainstream counterparts,
but that which exists is not without controversy in its own right. Regular but
infrequent discussions of the control of taxi services tend to highlight the
single issue of regulation, in its various forms, often in isolation without
reference to innovation, interaction or opportunity. This said, the issue of
regulation regime alone sharpens opposing arguments, tending to short term
benefit, expedience or a desire to be seen to solve single issue headlines
rather than fully addressing the extent to which altering regulation represent
the best method of ensuring an appropriate relationship between transport
and its urban environment.
Several fundamental questions remain: to what extent is the structure of the
taxi industry appropriate, to what extent do restrictions imposed by regulations
reduce positive impacts arising from the use of taxis; and to what extent would
we be advanced in thinking if analysis moved away from single issue to multi
impact, multi solution concepts?
The Role(s) of taxis – a critique
Much of the discussion of the role of the UK taxi industry, as with taxis in other
countries, has emerged as a result of friction between opposing views of
whether regulation is appropriate or inappropriate in the delivery of the mode.
The discussion is regular, in that it is apparent in different countries at
seemingly consistent intervals, but infrequent, in that the discussions appear
every decade or so.
Documented observation suggests the first of the ‘current’ reforms to the taxi
market, took place in the USA in the late 1970s. During the period of 5 years
into the early 1980s (Jones et al. 1999; Cevero 1992) 22 US cities removed
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regulations impacting on taxi operations [1]. Despite the argument and
theoretical justification forwarded prior to US deregulation, the introduction of
a liberalised framework to U.S. cities has courted a significant amount of
controversy, with widely differing levels of ‘success’ since deregulation. This
to the extent that most of the US cities that introduced deregulation in the
1970s have returned to forms of regulated control (Teal 1992).
A further ‘tranche’ of deregulation followed in the late 1980s, with New
Zealand deregulating in 1989 (National Competition Council 2000) followed by
Sweden in 1990 (Marell and Westin 2002). Taxi services have also been
deregulated in Dublin, Republic of Ireland, and in part in the Netherlands and
Belgium.
Much of the, polarised, discussion specific to taxi industry reform makes
reference to Regulatory Economics (RE), a strand of Economic thinking
concerned with the regulation of markets, including (Niskanen 2000) problems
of natural monopoly, antitrust and competition policy, deregulation, auction
theory, etc. Regulatory Economics having a broad theory base typified by the
work of Stigler (1971), Posner (1974) and Peltzman (1976), and applied
papers looking at the impacts of regulation on various industries, including
transport (Farris 1969) and how mainstream modes of transport have altered
as a result of deregulation (Peltzman 1989).
The move of mainstream public transport, in most western economies, from
government ownership to a privately operated industry, highlights issues of
control and a need for regulation of industries no longer operated ‘in house’.
Potential differences in approach for private operators raise issues of a
requirement for safety regulation (otherwise referred to as Quality Regulation),
while a desire for profit maximisation may and has resulted in forms of
Economic Regulation, and in some instances quantity control. The move to
private operation does not preclude the possibility of regulatory control, but
has impacted on its nature, extent and the ways by which it is applied. The
move from public to private operation has effectively altered the framework in
which transport can be controlled, and the appropriateness of industry
regulation previously applied under national control.
In the taxi market, regulatory arguments revolve around the issues of effective
operation of the market mechanism; whether the unrestricted market would
allow for appropriate price setting or demonstrate the existence of market
failure (imperfect markets). The arguments further focus on the question as to
which of a deregulated or regulated environment is appropriate to ensure
adequate levels of supply within the industry. Taxi regulation, however, is not
a simple polar choice between full regulation or no regulation, rather that the
provision of transport is controlled as appropriate to the best interests of
public, including the determination of what is sustainable in the medium and
longer term. In economic texts this may be equated to optimisation; of price
(van Vuuren 2002; Trotter 1985) and service both impacting on the customer;
Income and extent of regulation impacting on the driver / operator of the taxi;
and regulatory efficiency impacting on the regulator. Optimisation might be
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seen as the balancing of divergent interests and expectation in the delivery of
services.
Two arguments in favour of regulation are common, to protect consumer
interests (Crew and Kleindorfer 2002), reducing a risk of overcharging where
market forces are restricted, or where market failure occurs; and secondly to
alleviate the external costs of operation (Lok Sang Ho 1993) including the
mode’s impact in creating congestion, (a significant factor in metropolitan
cities such as New York). Opposed to regulation, are arguments of free
market competition and (Baumol and Sidak 1994) - the ‘heavy social costs of
governmental intrusion into pricing, investment, and other such business
decisions…’ In practical terms, the desire to restrict or maintain restrictions on
quantity relates directly to a perception of loss of service standards in
derestricted or deregulated environments on the one hand, and that free
markets produce better services on the other. Arguments specific to negative
impacts of deregulation are forwarded by Shreiber (1975), Teal and Burgland
(1987), Douglas (1972), and Rufolo (1998). Opposing views are set out by
Coffman (1977), while Rufolo detects differences between some elements of
taxi operations, and supports a need for control of (at least part) of the taxi
market. The distinction is more clearly identified to include ‘distinct’ elements
of a cruising market (Williams 1980) sometimes referred to as ‘Street Taxis’,
and an ‘at rank / at stance’ market. See also Pagano and McKnight 1983;
Teal and Burgland 1987; and Hackner and Nyberg 1995. Furthermore, prebooked vehicles, whether private or public hire; as well as taxibus, shared
taxis and limousine services, also constitute integral elements of the taxi
market, reducing the appropriateness of a one regulation fits all solution.
Highlighted throughout, and consistent in all elements of the reform debate,
the concern remains whether passenger interests are best served by
whatever operating frameworks are seen to be in place.
The UK Taxi Market
In UK cities practical and pragmatic issues dominate thinking in the delivery of
taxi services. The most acute shortage of supply is apparent in serving late
night Friday and late night Saturday demand, and this alone represents one of
the more cogent arguments pertaining to supply side measures. A second
element, that of price competition, relates to a perception that taxi drivers
operating in restricted markets might be charging more than a rate achievable
in open competition, not directly an accusation of overcharging (although such
discussions have occurred) rather a view that increased supply will impact to
reduce the fares charged. Of the tariff arguments, the suggestion of
overcharging by increased mileage rates or overly complicated routes
promote arguments in favour of regulation; while the desire for open price
competition support some arguments for reduced controls.
To date, typical responses to the concerns of a lack of supply, and lack of
price competition have included:
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(a)
(b)

the removal of barriers to entry imposed by entry control
/’medallion caps’ [2] (Teal and Burgland 1987), and
active encouragement of price competition (OFT 2003).

Although this can include total removal of economic regulation, this has not
occurred in the UK taxi industry. As with the view of negative impacts, today’s
proposed ‘solutions’ remain remarkably similar to those argued for and
attempted in some instances in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Responses to the challenges of developing taxi operations in the UK tend to
follow the same cycles applied, and in some instances rejected, elsewhere.
The UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT) investigation follows a predictable
pattern, recommending quantity deregulation, and mirrors similar reforms in
the USA (since reversed). Although, arguably, appropriate in some instances
quantity deregulation as a single measure inevitably attempts a one size fits
all solution to a wide range of issues, and may, also arguably, fail to address
the question of an industry role in voluntarily sustaining operating standards,
or take full account of impacts on employment markets. Moreover, the
regulation of transport is not a simple polar choice between full regulation or
no regulation, rather a combination of control and market forces as
appropriate to the best interests of public, including the determination of what
is sustainable in the medium and longer term. In economic texts this may be
equated to optimisation; of price (Trotter 1985; van Vuuren 2002 page 99) and
service (Costelloe 2001) both impacting on the customer; Income (Cooper et
al 2003) and extent of regulation (Leisey 2001) impacting on the driver
operator of the taxi; and regulatory efficiency (Tyson 2001; Mollina 2004)
impacting on the regulator. Not only does a single fit solution fail to address
the individual circumstances of differing regions, the whole debate remains
concentrated on a single economic constant: regulation, deregulation, reregulation.
Gains and losses resulting from regulatory reform relate in part to market
maturity. Short-term gains are particularly prevalent where secondary markets
exist (eg, Dublin), or grey markets (eg, New York)[3] in which private hire
(minicab) services exist and are able to switch status from minicab to taxi with
little difficulty. Some evidence also exists of cross-boundary traffic
movements, taxi services crossing from neighbouring administrations to take
advantage of relaxed entry regulation in neighbouring areas.
While policy makers, regulatory authorities and professional communities
continue to address the concerns of regulation, the debate will inevitably fail to
consider wider impacts on the communities served; a possibility, if not a need,
to address multi agency issues of city management, pedestrian and reveller
behaviour, and an increased concern as to the suitability of existing transport
options to solve large numbers of city centre users enjoying facilities at
weekend evening and late night transport.
The need remains, becomes, to balance a wider impact assessment, using
key values of sustainable regulatory frameworks at its core, to measure, and
therefore match, the needs of all the cities’ users, potential users, and
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affected parties to ensure a sustainable future development of urban transport
that includes taxis.
Identification of data required for informed policy decisions
Despite widely differing interpretation, international experience reveals that
some agreement is achieved in the measures by which reform can be
assessed. These include [4]:
• Change in the size of the industry
• Change in the cost of using a taxi
• Response time, and refusals / no shows
• Productivity
Indicators, identified in respect of policy measures that impact on the differing
‘actors’, might be appropriate in the assessment of differing scenarios –
designed to identify positive changes and representing a cross section
of regulatory and policy approaches, including revision to regulation,
service structure, even to the extent that some combination of tradition,
paratransit and novel application (which may include other forms of
Demand Responsive Transport) may be included. What are, by this
measure, the impacts of changes in (a) regulation; and (b) other
structural concepts including novel applications, on (a) the existing taxi
user, (b) the potential user, (c) the operator – in turn the approach to
the industry, in turn the impact on (a) and (b), and so on to …(i) the
licensing authority and beyond.
Optimal solutions result to the extent that primary and secondary objectives,
set to represent preferred outcomes, impact positively on: all, 1st best; without
negative impact on any, pareto optimality; or with appropriate gains to the
wider community, pareto improvement. The range of indicators is important
and includes all players encompassing both short and longer-term impacts.
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Table 1 Indicative Policy Indicators
Generic Measures

Measures Specific
to Passenger

Measures Specific
to Driver
Measures Specific
to Licensing
Authority

Indicator
Change in size of the industry

Source
Licensing records

Cost of Using a Taxi

Measurement
Total number of
taxi and PHV
vehicles
2 Mile journey

Waiting Time

At Rank Delay

SUD

Vehicle Quality Qualitative

Passenger Survey
Quantitative (Veh
type)
Miles driven in
service

Observation Survey

Cost Recovery

Licensing Authority

Productivity
Income
Cost / Effectiveness

Service Delivery Response
times

Tariff Table

Operator records

Licensing Authority

The exact extent of indicators may be further extended to identify impacts of
pertinence to particular communities, and might include emissions impacts,
congestion, and congestion charging priorities; and benefit from measuring a
wide range of impacts on a multi-variate, and or pass/fail criteria.
Concept testing
Although still at conceptual stage, the potential of a wide indicator assessment
is worth developing further. Scenario building can, and should, extend beyond
the natural boundaries imposed in the regulatory debates; while concepts
arising from, and limited to, the principles of regulatory reform allow for some
validation of concept.
Two scenarios represent the most common approaches to current taxi
operation, Regulated, and derestricted. These are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 Scenarios for Testing
Scenario
Regulated

Economic
Regulation
Tariffs Set

De-restricted

Tariffs Set

Quantity
Regulation
Maintenance
of restriction
Open Access

Quality
Regulation
Safety Minima
Safety Minima

Scenario 1 (Regulated)
Regulated services exist in many of the larger Scottish Cities and Towns.
Regulation is applied to Tariffs (Economic Regulation), Numbers of Vehicles
7

(Quantity Regulation) and to Vehicle Standards (Quality Regulation). Testing
the combination present in many cities against the indicators is intended to
demonstrate current satisfaction with the provision of taxis, and provide
baselines against which alternative scenarios may be assessed.
Scenario 2 (De-restricted)
An alternative to the fully regulated operations in place in larger cities, is to
allow open access to taxi drivers, whereby any drivers wishing and capable of
operating vehicles are able to do so. De-restricted policies exist in place in
some larger cities, including Dublin and in some areas of Belfast, but are
more common is smaller UK towns and districts. Indicative data exists in
relation to the impacts of de-restriction in relation to Dublin, and historical data
from US experiences in the 1970s and 80s.
The concept testing draws data from existing and new datasets collected on a
small scale in the City of Edinburgh, and is included below as indication of
potential.
Within these constraints it is not possible to obtain a full cross section of
indicator values. Moreover, concepts remain very restricted within the realms
of regulation, rather than addressing the potential offered by holistic concepts;
equally appropriate to multiple criteria testing, of which more follows below.
Impact values specific to the user groups are included to provide an indication
of the likely impacts on the various key players. A weighting specific to
circumstance, and expectations e.g.: whether an authority wishes to maintain
rigid Metropolitan Conditions of Fitness, would provide a further indicator for
local application.
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Table 3 Summary of Scenario Tests, applied to Edinburgh

P – Passenger, D – Driver, LA – Licensing Authority
(1) Impacts: 1 – Positive, 2 – Neutral, 3 – Negative, N/A – insufficient data
In the review of concept test, passenger, driver and licensing authority
(dis)benefits are assessed for both retention of regulation, and for assessment
of derestriction. Positive short-term passenger gains do result from the
change, but do not appear to equate to long-term industry stability, and may
not result in a continued improvement in passenger service. Moreover, the
desire for Pareto Optimality is not achieved in all instances (values over 2)
allowing at best Pareto Improvement. Weightings and relative long-term
impacts are still required to validate actual change.
Concluding discussion: Recommended policy direction in the provision
of taxi services
While testing of existing regulatory reforms must feature strongly in the
analysis of the provision of taxi services, and as suggested may themselves
fail in medium and long terms; it is the wider significance of the mode in
transport and city life that remains largely unexplored, untested, and if
potential benefit to UK communities.
Holistic approaches are required to address the clear and present needs of
Scottish City Centres. Communities once decimated by an early evening
‘flight to the suburbs’ are again enjoying emergence and rediscovery of
nighttime activities, for which traditional patterns of transport may not be
appropriate. The emergence of vibrant and successful city centre economies
for evening and night time entertainment has positive impacts in economic
growth, and social inclusion; but brings with it a series of questions in
accommodating, catering for and encouraging appropriate access to facilities.
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Potential benefits of innovative transport thinking are not limited to the urban
environment. Rural communities often suffer from transport poverty, lack
appropriate public transport facilities, and decline in economic development
by simple fact that out of work communities are unable to reach neighboring,
and often not distant employment opportunities. Shared use Taxis, other
Flexible Transport Services, and innovative or maybe holistic thinking, may be
able to facilitate this. (See Ambrosino et al. (2004) for a comprehensive
review of recent developments in flexible and demand responsive forms of
transport)
Innovative and appropriate policies specific to the Scottish Taxi trade,
originating at Executive and Licensing Authority level, are fundamental to the
longer-term stability and sustainability of the industry. In our review of
indicators, it is apparent that such policy instruments require an essential
input of appropriate data for assessment, and informed review of impacts
pertinent to the circumstances apparent in Scotland. It is a firm conclusion
that the differences between stated objectives of deregulation, and the
observed impacts in US cities cited highlight fundamental difficulties in
adopting purely regulatory solutions to provision of adequate supply. In many
instances, the concept of deregulated supply does not address market failure
or ensure levels of service visible prior to deregulation. Moreover, the lack of
data specific to tariff and supply-side approaches to meeting demand has
resulted in these measures not being considered proportionately.
Evidence arising from other regions’ and other countries experiences with
reforms, highlighted above, suggest that development of a deregulated or
derestricted taxi policy will not in itself produce the level of benefits across all
players consistent with the long-term development of the taxi industry in
Scotland. Whether optimising or improving criteria are adopted, long term
impacts within the industry are likely to reduce the overall benefit to the
passenger, or create an industry which will require review in the future to
accommodate negative as well as positive impacts of the policy change.
Holistic policies not tested within the scope of existing studies may prove
more beneficial to the longer-term interests of the travelling public, and to the
other market participants. These should include considerations as to how the
industry may be made more effective within the constraints of the policies
already in place. Benefits demonstrated as beneficial to some - but not all market participants, may form the basis of further analysis in fine-tuning
policies to achieve optimal criteria. An example of this might include measures
intended to increase supply at certain times, minimum service criteria, and the
adaptation of waiting time criteria to reflect a time specific threshold, rather
than a one value fits all approach.
Many of the policy reforms applied to other areas of public transport operation
have resulted in identifiable benefits to the travelling public. By identifying
methods of assessing changes within the taxi industry, as set out in our
scenario tests, it may be possible to effect a long term growth in the
importance and contribution of the taxi industry.
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Notes:
[1]
Regulatory reforms in the USA during the late 1920s and 1930s are
not included in this assessment. A brief description of these reforms is given
in the footnote of Teal and Berglund (1987: p37).
[2]
Limits imposed on entry to the taxi market are described variously
according to the schemes of licensing prevalent by city, district and region. US
cities tend to issue licenses in the form of ‘medallions’, giving rise to the
concept of medallion caps – a restriction on the total numbers of licenses
issued by a jurisdiction. In the UK licenses take the form of ‘plates’, physically
attached to the taxi vehicle.
[3]
Secondary and gray markets exist in the provision of taxi services in
certain cities, and often follow where regulation and licensed taxi numbers fail
to accommodate particular areas of demand. Secondary markets can include
the use of Private Hire Vehicles (PHV) in conditions akin to hackney carriage
(public hire) use. PHV taxis operate in parallel with public service vehicles,
and can readily transfer to a public service style operation. Gray markets exist
where particular forms of operation exist on the edge of legality. Such
services have been defined as ‘Gypsy’ (New York), or ‘Pirate’ (Belfast) and do
not comply with all licensing regulations applied to the traditional taxi trade.
However, the market definition defies outright prosecution, given an extent of
tolerance, often by the communities and regulators, making a closure or ban
difficult to enforce.
[4]

Adapted from: Teal and Berglund 1987
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